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What makes you unique? 



● What role are you applying for? 

● What have you done that is relevant to that role?

● You don’t have to list everything - Be purposeful and prioritize

● Have a master resume, pull from it to create different versions

● Tailor your resume to specific roles when needed

● Ensure that your unique skills and experiences match minimum qualifications for 
the job.

Understand your skillset 



Transferable Skills

Skills acquired from past jobs, volunteering, hobbies, or life experiences that can 
be used or transferred from one job to another 

Job 
Description: 
Technology 

Recruiter

Unique Skills: 
Recruiter in 
Engineering

Data Science 
Sales

●

Transferable Skills



■ Write down success stories  (awards, projects, internships) before 

interview.

■ Prepare ~3 questions for the interviewer (i.e. ‘how will success be 

measured’)

■ Mock interview with a friend 

■ Research company and interviewers on Linkedin. Find common themes 

with your values and interests.

■ Write down frequently asked questions and brainstorm your answers.

Preparing for interviews



Laszlo’s formula for experience

“Accomplished [X], as measured by [Y], by doing [Z].”

● Write results-based bullet points that demonstrate what you did, why 
you did it, and how it was impactful

● Mention how you created or improved a process

● Include quantifiable data where possible



Laszlo’s formula for experience

Grew revenue for small and medium business clients

Grew revenue from small and medium business clients by 10% QoQ

Grew revenue from 15 small and medium business clients by 10% QoQ by mapping 
new software features as solutions to their business goals

“Accomplished [X], as measured by [Y], by doing [Z].”



Narrow your job function Search 

Avoid showing ‘specialization’ in many job functions.

■ Sales
■ Marketing
■ Software Engineering
■ Customer Success
■ Project Management
■ Consulting 
■ Law
■ Human Resources
■ Operations

Professional Summary:
Experienced professional with expertise 
in marketing, sales, project management 
and communications, seeking a role in 
management consulting.

VS.

Professional Summary:
Experienced professional in Enterprise 
Technology Sales with expertise in 
Cloud Platforms, seeking an 
opportunity as a Customer Success 
Manager.



Types of Interview Questions 

Behavioral-based 
interview questions 
focus on how you 
handled various work 
situations in the past. 
Your response will 
reveal your skills, 
abilities, and 
personality.

In a case interview, the 
candidate is provided with a 
detailed situation, problem or 
challenge and asked to 
analyze it and come up with a 
solution. 

Hypothetical interview 
questions allow 
interviewers to see how 
you think, including how 
you structure problems, 
assumptions you make 
and how curious you are 
about exploring the 
problem.



Behavioral Interview Questions



Behavioral Question & S.T.A.R. Method Response

Question Tell me about a time when you made a professional mistake. What was the 

mistake and how did you handle it?

Situation “I was working as an intern for an events company, and I was responsible for 
ordering the floral arrangements for a private event hosted by a high profile 
client.”

Task “Unfortunately, I mixed up the information from another event, and the flowers 
were delivered to the wrong venue on the other side of town.”

Action “I admitted my mistake to my boss, took an early lunch break, drove to the 
other venue, picked up the flowers and delivered them to the appropriate 
venue an hour before the event.” 

Result “The client never knew about my mix-up, and my boss was very grateful.”



Hypothetical Interview Questions



Suppose you’re in charge of planning the grand 

opening of a new office location in Dubai, UAE. 

What would you do to ensure that this opening 

was a success?



● Take a moment before responding

● Ask clarifying questions (i.e. What is the objective of the event?)

○ State your assumptions (i.e. estimated # of attendees)

○ Determine what stakeholders to engage (Facilities, Events Planning, 

local teams)

○ Timeline for grand opening (this/next year)

○ Measurement  of Success (i.e. # of attendees, post event survey)

○ Who to invite to launch plus location, timing, and setup

Considerations



Case Interview Questions



Case & Problem Solving Questions

The Gates Foundation is a 
private organization with vast 
ambitions; one of its goals is 
to reduce extreme poverty 
worldwide. In this case study, 
the foundation asked 
McKinsey to design a basic 
financial-services offering for 
inhabitants of remote 
communities in Mexico.

Consulting

You launch a new feed algorithm 
for Facebook and the average 
time per session goes down by 
20%. What do you do?

Tech Industry



Follow Up Questions for 
Cases

● Has the Gates Foundation faced this type of 
opportunity before? If so, how did it react? What 
was the outcome?

● What have other companies facing this situation 
done?

● Given what you have told me about the situation, I 
would like to find out more about the Gates 
Foundation’s current relationship with its current 
distribution partner. Can you tell me more?

● As a next step, I'm going to discuss the Mexican 
market with you. Second, I'll ask about our entry 
strategy. Finally, I'm making a recommendation.



● Listen carefully. Rephrasing questions or asking for clarity is okay. It’s also okay to tell 

the interviewer you want time to collect your thoughts.

● Be concise. Make sure you’re answering the question and not using a prepared 

example that isn’t applicable or related to the question.

● Don’t worry about giving the ‘right answer.’ The interviewer will be looking to see 

your thought process versus the answer itself. 

● Develop an overall approach or method before diving into details.

● Expect follow-up questions!

Tips for Success with Case Questions



Most Frequently Asked Question



“Tell me about Yourself”

"I've worked diligently in my career to 
prepare myself to become an 
accountant with a special focus on the X 
Industry. I’ll be receiving my MBA in 2021 
and have already completed two 
internships with X  and X where I 
implemented 2 processes that increased 
productivity by 25% (drop an 
achievement). I’d love to learn more 
about your open accounting roles for 
new graduates.”

↪ Talk about relevant skills
↪ Discuss previous 

experience/internships and what 
experience you hope to gain in the 
future

↪ Talk about your excellent track record
↪ Relate your answer to the job 

requirements
↪ Keep it relatively short and concise
↪ Deliver your answer confidently, 

telling stories to stand out and show 
them your personality (for example…)



Virtual Interview Tips

● Test your lighting & background

● Test microphone and volume prior (w/friend or recruiting coordinator)

● Ensure that the room/background is quiet 

● Ensure there is good wifi reception (minimize windows open while on video calls)

● Dial into the call/session ~3-5 min early

● Have laptop power chord nearby

● Mobile phone on vibrate or mute

● Confirm Interview Format, Time Zone, & Point of Contact

● Have a backup number to call for technical difficulties





Follow Up After Interview

● Send thank you notes after interviews when possible. This 

includes informational interviews or meetings.

○ 3-5 sentences.

● If no update is received after 1  week follow up via email. 

Recommended cadence is once per week.

● Check email messages for grammar and spelling.

● Know that very specific feedback can’t be given.

● Connect on Linkedin to stay in touch



Questions?

Let’s Connect
www.linkedin.com/in/thandiyoung
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